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1 The new speed limit caused an about 3–4 km/h d

a decrease of 9 km/h after the introduction of the 80
risk of a fatal accident with up to 50% on these parti
How are driving speeds integrated when speeds vary along a route? In a first study, we
examined heuristic processes used in judgments of mean speed when the mean speeds
on parts of the trip varied. The judgments deviated systematically from objective mean
speeds because the distances driven at different speeds were given more weight than tra-
vel time spent on the different distances. The second study showed that when there was a
10–15 min pause during a travel the effect on the mean speed decrease was underesti-
mated for driving speeds of 90 km/h and higher. In the third study, the objective mean
speeds and the subjective biased mean speed judgments were used to predict choices
between routes with different speed limits. The results showed that subjective judgments
predicted decisions to maximize mean speed significantly better than objective mean
speeds. Finally, some applied and basic research implications of the results were discussed.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Speed is the most important factor in driver related safety (Elliot, Armitage, & Baughan, 2005; Letirand & Delhomme,
2005; Master, 1998; Nilsson, 2004). It affects both the severity of a collision and the likelihood of a collision occurring (Aarts
& van Schagen, 2006). Recently, the speed limit on a number of major roads in Sweden including the island of Gotland in the
Baltic was changed from 90 to 80 km/h. This brings down mean speed and reduces accident risks on these road segments.
The change of speed limit was fiercely criticized in the island because the new speed limit was judged to slow down mean
driving speed too much. Objective effects of the speed limit on mean speed was not an issue when the speed limit was crit-
icized based on intuitive judgments. In fact, the new speed limit had a rather small effect on mean speed because each major
road in Gotland passes through some small communities, each with their own lower speed limit.1 There seemed to be a gen-
eral overestimation of the effect of the maximum speed limit decrease from 90 to 80 km/h on perceived mean speed when trips
include short distances in communities with other reduced speeds (40 or 60 km/h) even among those who had driven a distance
many times. This assertion was investigated in the present contribution. We collected mean speed judgments over hypothetical
trips with different speed limits.
. All rights reserved.
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ecrease of mean speed on an 80 km long distance in the island meaning a 3–4 min longer drive. Assuming
km/h speed limits on the former 90 km/h sections this reduces the accident risk with about 20% and the
cular parts of the trip (Svenson, 2009).
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Recently, Svenson and Salo (2010) investigated judgments of mean speed when the driving speeds over different parts of
a trip were presented in scenarios in a questionnaire. They found that mean speed judgments deviated in systematic ways
from objective mean speeds. For example, when it was possible to drive at a high speed (e.g., 120 km/h) for most of a trip but
the driver was limited to significantly lower speeds due to road construction work or speed limits on part of the route (e.g.,
30 km/h), the judged mean speed over the entire route was overestimated. In a speed perception study, Svenson (1976)
asked his participants to judge the mean speed of a vehicle traveling different distances at different speeds. In concordance
with the Svenson and Salo (2010) results, he found that the fastest speed was given too much weight when an impression of
mean speed was formed.

In the first study of the present contribution, we investigated some judgment strategies which may explain the biases
reported by Svenson and Salo (2010) and by Svenson (2008). In their study, they found that a linear regression of mean speed
judgments using speeds on different parts of a trip as independent variables could predict mean speed judgments. Since they
made no attempt to go beyond fitting a linear function in their analyses, we tested two specific models about how partic-
ipants may use speed information when they judge mean speed. The first model assumes physically correct judgments
and predicts that travel time at different speeds will be used as weights in a linear combination of the speeds when mean
speeds are judged. The second model is based on the observation that when planning and during a travel distances are most
relevant and therefore may be used when mean speeds are judged. More specifically, the model predicts that travel distance
at different speeds will be used as weights in a linear combination of the speeds when mean speeds are judged. During a trip
there is sometimes no movement, for instance in a traffic jam or when the driver takes a voluntary pause. Svenson and Salo
(2010) did not include this condition in their studies. Therefore, the effect of a pause on mean speed judgments was inves-
tigated in the second study. The third study investigated the extent to which route choices can be predicted by subjective
judgments of mean speed. Because judgments do not always predict choice (Lichtenstein & Slovic, 2006), choice predictions
based on subjective judged mean speeds were be compared to predictions based on objective mean speeds.
2. Study 1

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
A total of 28 students of psychology at Stockholm University participated in the study, 20 of whom had a driver’s license.

There were 16 female and 12 male participants aged from 18 to 43 years with a median of 22 years.

2.1.2. Materials and procedure
The participants were asked to consider problems like the following and to fill out the empty space with their judged

mean speed. The instruction included the following:
On a 60 km long road you normally drive at a mean speed of 130 km/h. A temporary speed limit on 10 km of the distance slows

down the mean speed there to 70 km/h.
This means that the mean speed over the complete distance is changed to ________km/h.
In a 4 � 8 completely within-subject factorial design, the distance of the temporary lower speed limit was varied (10, 20,

30 and 40 km of the total travel distance 60 km). Each of these four distances was combined factorially with the following 8
pairs of normal and lower speeds giving a total of 32 different problems. A speed decrease to 30 km/h was paired with each
one of the normal speeds: 90, 100, 110 and 120 km/h. A speed decrease to 70 km/h was paired with normal speeds of 110
and 120 km/h. A speed decrease to 90 km/h was paired with normal speeds of 110 and 120 km/h. A block of problems con-
sisted of all speed combinations with one of the four temporary speed limit distances. Participants responded to all four
blocks. The presentation of the speed combinations was randomized within a block. The distance of the temporary speed
limit increased systematically across blocks (10, 20, 30, 40 km) for half of the participants and decreased for the remaining
half of the participants. The problems were given to the participants in conjunction with a regular class at Stockholm Uni-
versity and the students spent 15–20 min to perform the task. The data in this study were collected by Svenson and Salo
(2010, Study 3) and reanalyzed here.

2.2. Models of mean speed judgments

The correct formula for mean speed over a distance with only two different speeds is the following:
Vmean ¼ ðT1V1 þ T2V2Þ=ðT1 þ T2Þ ð1Þ
where Vmean is the mean speed, T1 and T2 are the times that a vehicle travels with each of the speeds V1 and V2. This is called
the time weights model. The simplest strategy for estimating mean speed that the participants could use is to estimate the
mean of the given speeds ignoring distance and time. However, we know from the earlier results with a linear regression
fitted to the empirical judgments that the greater speed is given more weight than the lower speed (Svenson & Salo,
2010). Thus, the hypothesis of equal weighing of speeds when a mean speed is estimated was not supported. The problems
given to the participants included distances and speeds explicitly but not the travel times at the different speeds as in the
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correct formula in Eq. (1). Therefore, we hypothesized that the explicit distance information would be used as weights to a
greater extent than travel time and that this will explain some of the systematic judgment errors reported by Svenson and
Salo (2010). Specifically, we hypothesized that Eq. (2) describing the distance weights model would be a better predictor of
mean speed judgments than Eq. (1).
Table 1
Average

Orig

90/3

100/

110/

120/

110/

120/

110/

120/

Note: C
tempor

* Sign
** Sign

*** Sign
Vmean ¼ ðD1V1 þ D2V2Þ=ðD1 þ D2Þ ð2Þ
2.3. Results

The results were arranged in a matrix of means with speed combinations in rows and new speed limit distances in col-
umns in Table 1. All values fall between the higher and lower speed in each problem. The results in the upper half of the table
show that, for a speed limit of 30 km/h on a stretch of 10 km, the judged mean speeds were significantly greater than the
objective mean speeds. In contrast, when the speed limit was 70 km/h, the mean speed was systematically underestimated.
For greater distances and most speed combinations, mean speed was overestimated as shown in Table 1.

Because all mean speed judgments fall between the higher and the lower speed for each problem, both Eq. (1), the time
weights model and (2), the distance weights model are possible predictors of mean speed judgments. Both models predict
mean speeds as weighed averages of the speeds on different parts of a trip and there are no fitted additive constants. The
weights in Eq. (1) are time weights and the weights in Eq. (2) are distance weights.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate judged mean speeds plotted as a function of predictions based on time and distance weights,
respectively. The time weights plot give greater systematic errors than the distance weights plot. We fitted linear regression
functions through the origin for both plots and found that both Eqs. (1) and (2) provided significant fits: F(1, 30) = 490.5,
p < 0.001 for the former and F(1, 30) = 888.0, p < 0.001 for the latter function. The partial correlation between mean empirical
judgments and distance weights model predictions with time weights model predictions controlled was R = 0.825 and be-
tween judgments and time weights predictions with distance predictions controlled for was R = 0.654 supporting a superior
fit of the distance weights model of Eq. (2) in comparison with the time weights model of Eq. (1).

3. Study 2

In Study 1, there was no explicit mention of travel time in the scenarios because speed limits apply to road stretches and
not to time. However, many trips include stops and pauses and then it is natural to consider the time of a pause or a stop. We
may ask what happens to unaided mean speed judgments if V2 = 0 in Eq. (1)? In this case, no distance is covered but time
passes during a pause or stop. If the length of the pause is known and, in this way the time dimension becomes more salient
it may be argued that because of this, the participant may also start using time information when judging mean speed. How-
ever, providing participants with three different forms of information (speed, distance and time), may make the speed judg-
ments more difficult than when only two forms of information are provided (speed and distance). Based on these
considerations, a hypothesis about the direction of possible judgment biases is not straightforward. Therefore, the present
study was exploratory in character when it investigated mean speed judgments of trips including a pause.
estimated mean speeds for combinations of original and reduced speeds (km/h) of varying distances.

inal speed/low speed Original speed distance/low speed distance

50/10 40/20 30/30 20/40

0 75.85*** 70.46*** 60.36*** 51.68***

(67.50) (54.00) (45.00) (38.57)
30 82.22*** 71.50*** 65.79*** 53.96***

(72.00) (56.25) (46.15) (39.13)
30 86.41*** 79.22*** 70.54*** 61.18***

(76.15) (58.24) (47.14) (39.90)
30 93.78*** 83.61*** 73.57*** 62.75***

(80.00) (60.00) (48.00) (40.00)
70 94.96*** 93.50 87.79 82.14

(100.43) (92.40) (85.56) (79.66)
70 103.19* 98.56 93.93** 88.93***

(107.23) (96.92) (88.42) (81.29)
90 102.89** 100.22 99.78 95.14

(106.07) (102.41) (99.00) (95.80)
90 108.59* 107.00 104.21 100.18

(113.68) (108.00) (102.86) (98.18)

orrect mean speeds in parentheses. Bold digits represent significant underestimations and italics significant overestimations of mean speed after a
ary speed limit.
ificant deviation of mean from correct speed p = 0.05.
ificant deviation of mean from correct speed p = 0.01.
ificant deviation of mean from correct speed p = 0.001.
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Fig. 1. Predictions of mean speed based on regression with travel time on different distances with lower speed limit as regression weight.

Fig. 2. Predictions of mean speed based on regression with travel distances with lower speed limits as regression weight.
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Fig. 3. Pictorial representation of decision problem given to participants of Study 2.
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When there is a pause of T2, Eq. (1) can be expressed as
Vmean ¼ T1V1=ðT1 þ T2Þ ð3Þ
in which T2 now is the time of the pause and the other notations are the same as in Eq. (1). A consequence of Eq. (2) is that it
does not predict any effect on speed from a pause of any length because D2 = 0.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants
Forty-two psychology students at Stockholm University participated in this study. There were 14 men and 28 women

aged between 19 and 52 years of age with a median age of 24. Twenty-three participants reported having a driver’s license.
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3.1.2. Material and procedure
Participants were asked to judge the mean speed on a distance of 60 km when the driver takes a break for either 10 or

15 min. The questionnaire consisted of 12 problems in a 6 � 2 completely within-subject factorial design; a problem exam-
ple is illustrated in Fig. 3. The total distance was always 60 km, but the speeds varied (70, 80, 90, 100, 120 or 130 km/h). Each
speed was combined with each pause of 10 or 15 min. The participants were informed that the car traveled at the same
speed as the speed limit and that the car was at a complete standstill during the pause. The problems were presented in
a random order for half of the participants and in the reversed random order for the other half of the participants. The par-
ticipants were asked to estimate the mean speeds and not to perform any exact formal mathematical calculations.

3.2. Results

Table 2 gives the mean and medians of the judged mean speeds for different speeds and pause lengths. The table also
shows the correct mean speeds and statistical test results for the differences between average judged and correct speeds.
The results showed that the greater the speed the greater was the discrepancy between judged and correct mean speed.
For a driver who drives 100 km/h or more the mean speed was overestimated and the mean speed judgments were closer
to correct mean speed when the driving speed was 80 km/h or slower (Table 2). The results show that the heuristic used by
the applicants gives underestimates of the ratio T1/(T1 + T2) in Eq. (3) for speeds greater than 80 km/h. Table 2 also shows that
the difference between judged mean speed and correct mean speed is greater for the longer pause compared to the shorter
pause.

Studies 1 and 2 have demonstrated significant judgment biases. However, judgments do not always predict choices as
summarized by Lichtenstein and Slovic (2006). The next study investigated choices concerning which of two route alterna-
tives would allow the fastest mean speed.

4. Study 3

This study tested to what extent a choice with the goal to maximize mean speed on a route could be predicted more accu-
rately by subjective judged mean speeds than by objective mean speeds.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants
The study was conducted at Stockholm University with 58 psychology students. Three participants reported a judged

mean speed above the higher original speed of a route or lower than the reduced speed on some of the decision problems
indicating a misunderstanding of the problem. These participants were therefore excluded from further analyses. The study
was based on the questionnaires of the remaining 55 participants (16 men and 37 women; two participants refrained from
reporting their sex). The participants were between 19 and 50 years of age with a median age of 24. In total, 37 of the par-
ticipants had a driver’s license.

4.1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants were presented with samples of the same route examples analyzed in Study 1, but in this study they were

presented in pairs. The pair wise presentation of routes is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Table 2
Judged mean speeds for each speed and pause length (physically correct mean speeds in parentheses) and differences between judged and correct speeds.

Judged (correct speed) Judged – correct speed

Length of pause speed 10 min 15 min 10 min 15 min

70 59.37 54.70 0.77 0.51
(58.60) (54.19)

80 66.60 62.88 1.15 2.88
(65.45) (60.00)

90 73.51 71.38*** 1.51 5.93
(72.00) (65.45)

100 84.86*** 78.55*** 6.59 7.96
(78.26) (70.59)

120 101.98*** 97.02*** 11.98 17.02
(90.00) (80.00)

130 113.45*** 104.26*** 17.94 19.94
(95.51) (84.32)

Note: Correct mean speeds in parentheses. Digits in italics represent significant overestimations of mean speed.
�Significant deviation of mean from correct speed p = 0.05.
��Significant deviation of mean from correct speed p = 0.01.

*** Significant deviation of mean from correct speed p = 0.001.
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Fig. 4. Pair wise presentation of decision alternatives in Study 3.
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Table 3 shows the original and reduced speeds of alternatives A and B in each of the 16 decision problems. The table also
indicates the objective physical mean speeds as well as the subjectively judged mean speeds which are based on the judg-
ments made by participants in the study by Svenson and Salo (2010). Route alternatives were paired so that they were sim-
ilar in terms of mean speed either objectively (four problems) or subjectively (four problems). In the remaining four
problems objective mean speeds predicted choices opposite to the choices predicted by subjective judgments. We hypoth-
esized that differences between subjective mean speeds would predict route choices better than differences between objec-
tive mean speeds.

4.2. Results

In the following, objective choices represent the normatively optimal choice based on the physical mean speeds of routes
(Eq. (1)). Choices or subjective choices denote the choices made by the participants. Across all participants and 880 problems
(55 participants each of whom were presented with 16 choices), there were 48 cases where a participant did not make or
mark a choice (5%).

4.2.1. Choices and predictions of choice based on objective mean speeds
Participants’ choices were compared to optimal or objective choices and plotted in Fig. 5A. The proportion of a choice of A

when the objectively optimal choice is A was p(Achoice|A) = 0.533. The proportion B choices when the optimal choice is B was
p(Bchoice|B) = 0.543. Hence, optimal choices predict choices near the level of chance. The conclusion was confirmed by a chi
square analysis (subjective choice � objective choice) showing that there was no significant association between objective
choice and the choices made by the participants v2(1) = 3.804, p > 0.05.

4.2.2. Choices and predictions based on subjective mean speed judgments
Choices predicted on the basis of the mean speed judgments of Table 3 were compared with choices made in the present

study. The predicted choices were based on the judged mean speed difference between routes A and B and plotted in Fig. 5B.
A probability analysis with information derived from the table shows that for subjective choices, p(Achoice|A) = 0.600 and
p(Bchoice|B) = 0.716. A chi square test revealed a significant association between subjective choice and the choices made by
participants v2(1) = 70.062, p < 0.001, which contrasts with the predictions made from objective mean speeds.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The present studies have shown, first, that when mean speeds are judged, the distance driven at different speeds is more
important than the travel time spent over those distances. This produces systematic differences between judged and correct
mean speeds. Second, the effect of a pause on judged mean speed is underestimated if the normal speed is 90 km/h or greater
and the pause has a duration of 10–15 min. Third, mean speed judgments predict route choices better than objective mean
speeds do. Therefore, we conclude that route choices are biased in the same way as the mean speed judgments.

The results of the present contribution have several implications. Firstly, mean speed judgments deviate from objective
mean speeds because the distance is judged to be more important than time or because people tend to use information in the
way it is presented. When the time of a pause was introduced the reduction of mean speed was still underestimated. In fu-
ture research we plan to investigate subjective mean speed judgments based also on travel time information to further ex-
plore how subjective mean speed judgments are formed and how they can be improved. Incorrect judgments of mean
speeds, such as an overestimation before starting a journey, imply an underestimation of the time to complete the journey.
When a driver finds out that she or he is running late this may lead the driver to speed up towards the end of a journey in



Table 3
Original and reduced speed of route A and B in all problem scenarios. Subjective mean speeds from the second study of Svenson (2009).

Problem Alternative A Alternative B

Original/reduced
speed

Objective mean
speed

Subjective mean
speed

Original/reduced
speed

Objective mean
speed

Subjective mean
speed

1 70/40 62.22 60.71 80/30 62.61 64.10
2 100/60 90.00 86.76 120/40 90.00 92.59
3 70/60 68.11 66.42 90/30 67.50 74.22a

4 110/30 76.15 84.53a 80/60 75.79 73.85
5 120/30 80.00 93.78b 100/40 80.00 77.53
6 120/30 80.00 93.78b 110/70 100.43 94.89a

7 130/40 94.55 99.62 110/80 103.53 98.88
8 120/40 90.00 92.59 110/60 96.59 92.49
9 100/90 98.18 95.53 130/30 83.57 95.44

10 120/30 80.00 93.78b 100/60 90.00 86.76
11 110/70 100.43 94.89a 130/40 94.55 99.62
12 110/40 85.16 86.97 100/60 90.00 86.76
13 120/40 90.00 92.59 100/70 93.33 88.91
14 100/40 80.00 77.53 110/30 76.15 84.53a

15 130/30 83.57 95.44 110/60 96.59 92.49
16 90/30 67.50 74.22a 80/60 75.79 73.85

a Refers to the average of mean speed judgments of both Studies 2 and 3 in Svenson (2009) study.
b Refers to the average of mean speed judgments of Study 3 in Svenson (2009) study.
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Fig. 5. Choice proportions plotted against objective and subjective mean speed differences.
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order to make a destination on time. Similarly, the second study showed that participants underestimated the slowing down
effect of a pause which gave an overestimation of the mean speed on the entire distance. Again, the incorrect judgment may
lead to a driver speeding towards the end of a journey. These insights provide important clues as to what may cause a driver
to speed, and future research should examine ways to teach drivers to put more weight on the time dimension in mean
speed judgments and travel time when the trip involves distances with varying speeds or a pause on the journey.
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Secondly, in the present contribution we were able to predict choices based on biased judgments. Predicting choices and
travel behavior is essential in traffic planning and, when these predictions are more accurate, the traffic system becomes
more efficient. Based on the present results, subjective estimates of travel speed and time should be used in addition to
objective estimates to predict drivers’ route choice before a traffic system is implemented or changed. Information about this
to traffic planners and authorities may contribute to a more even traffic flow and prevent traffic jams which would be of
benefit to the economy and the environment.

Future research needs to further explore the cognitive processes underlying judgments of mean speeds in general. It
should also investigate the decision processes which lead choice based on speed information. In the present study we found
that distances were given a greater importance than time, but we do not know how the participants reasoned when they
gave their estimates. Process studies would provide a greater insight into how these judgments are produced as well as
the process leading up to a route choice. Future applied research also needs to further explore other aspects of routes which
can affect travel choice and link the results to traffic engineering models.
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